Alamere
Side Panel

Installation Instructions
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Please note: Images shown are for illustration
purposes only

290364 / 484433

Please read these instructions in full and in
conjunction with the Door Instructions before
installing.
The side panel can be installed to either side of
the door to give a 2 sided corner enclosure.
Two side panels can be installed, one to each side
of the door to give a 3 sided peninsular enclosure.
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INSTALL WALLPOSTS
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Unpack and check the product is complete and undamaged.
Any defects must be reported to your point of purchase before
assembly/installation and before disposal of packaging.
Claims for imperfections will only be accepted prior to
assembly/installation.
Check that the tray has been installed to the manufacturer’s
guidelines and that it is level (see diagram), tiled down onto
top of tray and silicone sealed.
NB - all product is supplied without a tray.

Tray MUST be level and silicone sealed to
tiled surface BEFORE installing the enclosure
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Fixings & Fittings Supplied

Corner Bracket

Qty x2
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3mm Allen key

Bottom seal
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Carefully remove both wallposts from the Door Pack.

Qty x1

Position wallpost (with machined holes facing inwards),
10mm in from front edge of tray, as shown above.
Using spirit level to ensure wallpost is vertical, mark through
three slotted holes onto wall surface and remove wallpost.
Using 6mm drill bit, drill holes in walls to centre of slotted
marks made and fit rawlplugs supplied or fixings suitable for
the construction of the wall.

Qty x1

Fix wallpost to wall using 3x no.8's x 30mm long screws
provided. Tighten all screws using pozi-head screwdriver.
Repeat for other wallpost.

CLEANING - general
Use only warm soapy water and damp cloth / sponge on a regular
basis.
Do not use abrasive scouring powders, chemicals or aerosol
cleaners - these may result in damage to the surfaces, in
particular, the plated component parts.

TIP

Insert screw heads into the wizard tool to aid insertion of
screws into wall plugs.

These instructions are to be left with the consumer
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FIT CORNER BRACKET

FIT SIDE PANEL INTO WALLPOST

Tighten this
grub screw only
at this stage

DETAIL
Position corner bracket
as shown
Carefully unpack the Side Panel Pack.
The side panel glass has a factory fitted vertical seal which is
for the external corner of the enclosure.
For ease of fitting at this stage, carefully turn the panel upside
down and place on cardboard to protect the glass.
Fit one of the corner brackets to the top corner of the panel
ensuring this sits fully down onto glass, then slide the bracket
across until the recess lines up with the fitted vertical seal.
This will ensure that the in-line panel from door pack will slide
fully into bracket recess and vertical seal.

Carefully lift the glass panel and insert fully into the wallpost.
Line up the glass so that is parallel to the tray edge.
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PREPARE DOOR IN-LINE PANEL

Outside view

Using 3mm allen key supplied, tighten the grub screw shown
to fix the bracket in place.
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FIT BOTTOM SEAL
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Bottom seal

Shorter length seal
from Door Pack
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Remove the relevant in-line glass panel from the Door Pack
and remove the factory fitted seal from the panel.
There are 2x shorter seals in the Door Pack for fitting in-line
panels for 2 sided and 3 sided enclosures.
Ensuring the in-line panel is the correct way round (check with
Door Instructions), push fit one of the shorter seals to the
bottom of in-line panel.
Check this is fitted 34mm from vertical edge of panel as shown.
Fit bottom seal to glass edge and ensure this is pushed tight
against the corner bracket.
Carefully turn the glass panel upright so that bracket and seal
are on the floor.

DOOR TYPE

SHORTER SEAL LENGTH

900 Pivot Door

43mm

1000 Pivot Door

93mm

1200 Slider Door

14mm
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FIT IN-LINE PANEL TO SIDE PANEL
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3 SIDED ENCLOSURE

Relevant in-line
glass panel from
Door Pack
Position wallposts (with
machined holes facing
inwards)
10mm in from front edge
of tray, as shown above.
Using spirit level to
ensure wallposts are
vertical, mark through
three slotted holes onto
wall surface and remove
wallpost.

Detail showing in-line
panel in front of edge
of side panel glass

Repeat as in stage 1

Carefully lift inline glass panel and insert into recess of bottom
bracket.
Working from the top, insert edge of in-line panel into the
recess of vertical corner seal.
Work down panel until seal is FULLY inserted into corner seal.
If tight, lubricate inside recess of vertical seal and glass edge

Fit bottom corner bracket
and bottom seal to side
panel and insert into
wallpost.
Repeat for other side panel.

TIP with a damp CLEAN cloth to ease fitment - the water will

evaporate over a short period.
DO NOT USE silicone spray or any other substance other
than water, these will not fully dry out and will compromise
the grip and rigidity of the joint.
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FIT CORNER BRACKET TO TOP

Fit in-line panels from
Door Pack.

With in-line panel still supported, insert the other corner
bracket over the glass panels until it fits against the top glass
edges.
Using 3mm allen key, fully tighten grub screws in top corner
bracket and repeat for grub screws in bottom corner bracket.

Refer to Door Instructions to complete installation.
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10 SILICONE SEAL ENCLOSURE

ADJUST PIVOT DOOR

PUSH
HERE

Adjust this rail support screw
down onto tray

Check the gap between bottom of door glass and bottom rail.
If the gap is smaller under the handle side then it is necessary
to adjust the installation.
Push firmly against the top corner bracket as shown and hold this will raise the bottom rail off the tray under the hinged side
of the door.
With pressure still applied where shown, adjust the rail support
screw down onto the tray using the spanner provided.
Release the pressure from the top corner and check the door
gap again. If not even along full width, repeat above procedure
until an even gap is achieved.
When the unit is correctly adjusted the vertical edge on the
hinged side of door should be plumb.

OUTSIDE Enclosure
Silicone seal wallposts to walls and over full width of enclosure
to showertray at bottom.
Bottom corner bracket
Seal up and around junction of bracket and glass all round as
shown.

LIFE SHIELD GLASS TREATMENT
The glass panels are pre-treated with Life shield on the inside
surfaces only. Whilst this makes cleaning the glass easier and
helps prevent the build up of harmful lime-scale and soap
deposits, the glass still needs to be maintained on a regular basis.
We recommend the use of a detergent free cleaner on the glass
as harsh detergents and abrasives can damage the coating.
(A 50/50 mix of white vinegar and water works well)
DO NOT use abrasive cleaners or abrasive scrubbing equipment
for cleaning.
DO use a squeegee to remove remaining droplets of water from
glass after showering, any build up of residue can be easily
removed using an appropriate cleaner and agitation from soft
cleaning equipment.

INSIDE Enclosure
Silicone seal wallposts to walls only.
DO NOT seal bottom of wallposts or enclosure to tray.

Allow 24hrs for silicone to fully cure before using the enclosure.

We have taken great care to ensure that this product reaches you in good condition. However, should any parts
be damaged or missing, please contact your point of purchase. This does not affect your statutory rights. In
addition, if you require replacement parts, your point of purchase will be happy to assist.

